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Caw.wRlas I~~M~HRFYS, 2~ Cowls West, 2nd edition, Curzon Press, London, 1977. 
218 pp. The title reminds me of this historical oddity: In the distant past, Chinese scholars, 
some of them imaginary, traveled to the West (that is, India) in search of Urtcxt Buddhist 
scriptures. About fifteen centuries later, this process has come full circle, and Western 
scholars, some of them all too real, trawl to the East to discover and render into Western 
terms not so much the scriptures as the spirit and gestures of Eastern philosophy. This 
readable and accurate book, by a pioneering scholar of Buddhism, is a very creditable 
product of this movement. Even its tone of intellectual severity and moral earnestncss- 
one is reminded at times more of Samuel Richardson than of Chuang Tsu--is entirely 
appropriate, for Zen Buddhism is the extreme puritanical branch of Eastern mysticism, 
and for all its indebtedness to taojsm, basically a closed philosophical system. 
I,. A. STEEN AWJ J. A. SEEBACH, JR., Cotmterexamples in TqMogy, 2nd edition, Springer- 
Vcrlag, Nerv York, 1978, 244 pp. Lebesgue once said that every mathematician should 
be something of a naturalist. This book, the updated journal of a continuing expedition 
to the never-never land of general topology, should appeal to the latent naturalist in 
every mathematician. 
C. T. J. DODSON AND T. POSTON, Tennor Gcomzlry, Pitman, London, 1977, 598 pp. 
This book accomplishes the nearly impossible task of presenting pseudo-Riemannian 
geometry in an intrinsic manner without repressing the geometric and physical intuition 
or renouncing traditional tensor notation. Together with Spivak’s treatise, it sets a 
standard of exposition other writers would do we11 to emulate-more’s the pity that it is 
not typeset. 
CAHL DI! BOOR, A Practical Guide to Splints, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1978, 391 pp. 
Conceptually, splines are perhaps the simplest objects in numerical analysis, but thcg ate 
comparatively difficult to implement; this book is a plain and easy introduction with the 
right halance between theory and practice. 
F. J. MACWILLIAMS AND N. J. A. SLOANE. 2% Tfmwy of Error-Correcting Codes, in 
two volumes, North-Holland, New York, 1977, 762 pp. The compleat coding theorist! 
Even if one must lament the fact that these books appear too soon to incorporate Lovasz’ 
recent breakthrough in this area. 
A. G. HAMILTON, Logk for Mnthematiciam, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
1978, 224 pp. A sturdy textbook with a choice of topics so conservative that it could have 
been written in the fifties. 
E. DEJONGE AND A. C. M. VAN RoolJ, Introd~&ion to Kiesz Swces, Mathematiseh 
Centrum, Amsterdam, 1977, 229 pp.; C. D. ALIPRANTIS AND 0. RURKINSHAW, Locnlly 
Solid Riesz Spacer, Academic Press, New York, 1978, 198 pp. Because of an incom- 
prehensible aversion on rhe part of some mathematicians to partially ordered structures, 
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